Manage risks and achieve strategic business objectives on your transformation journey.

The pace of technological change and shifts in consumer behaviour had led to a new wave of competition that many stakeholders found both as a threat and an opportunity.

Boards are responding by making strategic investments in major business transformation, with new citizen and customer-focused products and services, expansion into new markets, new technologies and efficiency improvement being key areas of focus.

PwC helps leaders to achieve their transformation vision while managing risk effectively and the investment in their transformation journey pays off.

Statistics highlight that the delivery of transformation projects have been difficult globally

$ 119M has wasted on every $1B

Change in organisation priorities is considered as the primary cause of project failure

Projects meeting goals and business intent | Projects completed within budget | Only 51% of projects completed on time | Projects with scope creep | Projects deemed failures | 37% of the project budget lost, if a project fails
---|---|---|---|---|---
68% | 57% | 37% | 15% | 37%
Our Methodology

Our methodology provides a clear and proven global approach to ensure the management understood and incorporated into their current. This will be a very powerful tool to navigate high risk challenges in current trends and turn those into a beneficial outcome for the company. These outcomes have been grouped into the following three categories, from project, control and business outcome.

Project Outcomes

Project Management: are the project resources, costs and timelines being effectively managed?

Project Governance: has the project received the appropriate level of management support?

Functional Readiness: have effective mechanisms for establishing and developing requirements been established?

Technical Readiness: have process been put in place to translate requirements into effective software and hardware solutions?

Organisational Readiness: have changes been effectively communicated and understood by the organisation?

Data Quality: has the data been successfully migrated so that it is accurate, robust and in a usable format?

Interfaces: have process been put in place to translate requirements into effective software and hardware solutions?

ITGCs: do the technical infrastructure and manual IT processes support the new environment technical infrastructure and take into account application specific considerations?

Business Processes: has management evaluated the optimum mix of manual and automated controls necessary to completely and accurately capture and validate the financial (an operational) metrics associated with conducting business?
Value we deliver

- Rich insights from our professionals and experts into the state of your transformation journey.
- Confidence in advancing your existing process and your organisational culture to get the most out of it.
- Equip your mindset to be more concentrate in the business reason for changes and its outcomes.
- Bring the best out of your enterprise system and data management to meet your business objectives.

*We will work with you throughout your transformational journey so that you can make informed decisions and reap the intended benefits of your complex transformation.*